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NOTES ON THE ANALYTIC FEYNMAN INTEGRAL

Je Yoon Lee

Abstract In this paper, we prove a translation theorem for the 

analytic Feynman integral for functions in 이id show

how this integral can be modified so as to be translation invariant.

1.Introduction

Let 77 be a real separable, infinite dimensional Hilbert space and let 
M(H) denote the space of all C-valued countably additive measures 
on B(H), the Borel class of H. The Fresnel class /(H) is defined as 
the space of all Fourier transforms of elements of M{H) [2]; that is3 
•犬(月5 = = 0：哗 M(H)} where

(1.1) f(h) = / exp(i < h, >}d/z(7ii).
Jh

Also if we define ||/|| = then 伊^(H) becomes a Banach algebra 
isomo호phic to M(H). Finally, the Fresnel integral :F(f) is defined by

(1.2) 戶 (f) = £exp{-：|| 세 2} 叩 0).

When appropriate choices are made for the Hilbert space H and 
the function /, the F호esnel integral provides one means of giving a 
rigorous definition of Feynman's path integral from quantum theory 
[2,8]. The Fresnel integral has defined on Hilbert space [2] , classical 
Wiener space [3] and abstract Wiener space (H)B“) [11,12] settings, 
and used as an approach to the Feynman integral.

Recently, Kalhanpur and Bromley [11] introduced the analytic Feyn
man integral on abstract Wiener space, and established existence the
orems of this integral for functions in the Fresnel class . And
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K^llianpur, Kannan and Karandikar [12] also introduced the sequen
tial Feynman integral on abstract Wiener and Hilbert spaces, and ob
tained existence theorems of the analytic and the sequential Feynman 
integrals for functions in larger classes Qq{B} and G으(H) than Fresnel 
classes 犬(B) and •戶(H) considered in [2,11]- Moreover, Chung and 
Kang [7] also proved the translation theorem of the above integrals for 
functions in 必(B) and 必(H).

In this paper, we introduce the analytic Feynman integral on B x B 
discussed by Kallianpur and Bromley [11], and prove a translation 
theorem of this integral for functions in larger classes ^41}a2(-5) and 
九如/拱丑)than 戶(B) and 戶(H), which differ fi?om the classes Qq{B) 
and gq (H). Moreover we show how the integral can be modified so as 
to be translation invariant.

2. Preliminaries

Let H be a real separable infinite dimensional Hilbert space with 
inner product < •，- > and norm | • |. Let m be the Gauss measure on 
H defined by

where E = F is a Borel set in the image of an n-dimensional
projection P in H and dx is Lebesgue measure in PH. Let || - || be 
a measurable norm on H with respect to m on H. Let B denote the 
completion of H with respect to || • |{ and let i denote the natural in
jection from H to The adjoint operator i* of i is one-to-one and 
maps B* continuously onto a dense subset of H*. By identifying H 
with H* and B* with we have a triple B* C H* = H C B and 
V h,x >= (h, x) for all h e H and x E B*, where (•, •) denotes the nat
ural dual pairing between B and B*, By a well known result of Gross 
[9], m o has a unique countably additive extension v to the Borel 
a-algebra B(B) of B. The triple (H, B, v) is called an abstract Wiener 
space and the Hilbert space H is called the generator of (H, B, v). For 
more detail, see [9,10,11,12,13].

Let (en} denote a complete orthogonal system on H such that the 
en^s are in B*. For each h E H and a: G B*, we introduce a stochastic 
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inner product x B defined by

(lim < h, Ct > (이^ w), if the limit exists

0, otherwise.

It is well known that fo호 every h C H> (龙淄广 exists for p-a.e. x E B 
and is a Borel measurable function of B having a Gaussian distribution 
with mean zero and variance ||시伫 Furthermore, it is easy to show that 
广=(/i, x) i/-a.e. on B if h G B*. Note that if both h and x are 

in H then. (/z,%广=V h^x > .
Given two C-valued functions F and GonBxB, we say that F — G 

s-a.e. if F(a⑦泣2)= G(axi,/3x2)for v x z/-a.e.(中@2)€ B x B for 
all a > 0 and (3 > 0, For a function F on B x B, we will denote by [F] 
the equivalence class of functions which equal s-a.e..

Let M(H) denote the class of C-valued countably additive measures 
defined on B(H). M(H) is a Banach algebra under the total variation 
norm and with convolution as multiplication.

Definition 2.1. Let A± and A2 be two bounded^ noa-negative self- 
adjoint operators on H. Let 戶侦为(-8) be the space of all s-equivalence 
classes of functions F on B x B which, for some 卩 E M(H\ have the 
form

(2.2) E(01*2)= f exp{z[Q穿，"1广 + (為力"2广]}叩(").

Jh

The map 卩，—> [F] defined by (2.2) sets up an algebra isomorphism 
between M(H) and •尸冬시为) if Ran^Ai +&) is dense in H [ll,p241] 
where Ran indicates the range of an operator. In this case, 
becomes a Banach algebra under the norm ||F|| = ||/z||.

Definition 2 2. Let F be a functional on B x B such that the 
integral

(2.3) Jf(入1,入2)= [ F(入[2⑦1,人[标2辺(〃 x卩)(中工2)

J BxB

exists for all Ai > 0 and X2 > 0. If there exists an analytic function 
J；⑵ on Q = {z =(2丄 22)€ C2 : Rezk > 0 for k = 1,2} such that 
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Jp(Ai, A2)=丿f(為：人2) for all Ai > 0 and 人2 > 0, then we define J&(z) 
to be the analytic Wiener integral of F over B x B with parameter z 
and} for z € we write
(2.4) 4问•,•)] = *(〃

Let qi and 如 be non-zero real numbers. If the following limit (2.5) 
existSj we call it the analytic Feynman integral of F over B x B with 
parameter q ~ (91,92) and we write

(2.5) 理 F(M= 占网•,•)]

where z = (z.初)approaches through Q. In particular^ if 贝=阪=% 
we write
(2.6) 岛成(.,•)]=杂，叫

The following theorem plays an important role in this paper. We 
state it without proof [11].

Theorem 2.3. Let F e 万顼be given by (2.2). Then the 
analytic Feynman integral I읐 •)] exists for q = (qy, 如) where 0 尹 0
and q2 尹 0? and

(2.7) 坦F(・,•)] = L exp{-i 52 q： < Akh'h >}如0).

In particular,
(2.8) /?一')"，(•,•)] = / exp{-j < Q4i- 厶2)M〉}卽㈤.

Remark 2.4. Let 4 be a bounded self-adjoint operator on H. Then 
we may-write A = A+ — A~ where and A~ are each bounded, non
negative and self-adjoint. Take A± = and = A~ in the definition 
above. For any F e 尸侦处㈤，(2.8) becomes

/P'T忡(•，•)]=丄 exp{-： < Ah, h >村咐)

Also, in this case, if A^~ is the identity and A~ = 0, then 7\411242 (-8) 
is essentially 户(H) and 戶(B) in Hilbert and abstract Wiener space 
settings, respectively, and also •)] = •戶(瓦))where Fq(x\)=
F(xi,a；2)for all (a：i,X2)E Bx B. In this sense, Definition 2.1 includes 
the definition of /(H) and as special cases.
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3\ The analytic Feynman integral

In this section, we establish a translation theorem for the analytic 
Feynman integral of functions in and show how this integral
can be modified so as to be translation invariant.

Theorem 3.1. Let F G 九牝/JB) be given by (22). Then the 
analytic Feynman integral

(3.1) (孑(皿洗)=瑁回(")+(外％))]

exists for every(第〉於、)& B x B, and G also belongs to ^a1}a2(^)-

Proof. Let the measure be defined by

产*(E) = [ exp{初(厶+ (德/"2)~]}由0) 
Je

for each E E B(H). Then 卩l* is in M(H) and

FWif) + (列为2)) = / exp(«[(Af/z, + (Ajh,x2^]}d^(h),

that is, F((-, ) + “丄切))belongs to ^za1,a2(-5)- Therefore, by Theorem 
2.3, F((-, •) +(2/i,i/2)) is analytic Feynman integrable and then

瑁[F((・，•)+ 31函)]= q； < Akh,h〉}由•广0)

1 1
exp(i[(Af h, 协)~ + (禹 h,广]}db(씨

where the measure a is defined by

이 E) = qj? < Akh,h

for E € B(H)〉and hence G is in 7\41)242(jB).
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Theorem 3.2. Let F € 丿％「qJB) be given by (2.2) and let y E H. 
Then

1 1
:걩任((旳*2)+ (厶3,4刼)}

(3.2) = exp{^(< Aiy,y> + < A2y,y >))
厶

宏成(吼旺)exp{-M[(屛饥血广+ (曷y,叼广]}].

Proof. Since F G •尸amJB) is given by (2.2), we have

포 I
F(xi, x2) exp(-ig[(Af y, xi)~ + (A^y,x2)^]}

=[exp{W辭。-湖,21)~ + (德(九一奴22)~]}如(/1) 
JH

=[exp{汀哉,a”广 + (4務知:r2)~]}由必) 

Jh

where 卩(E)=认E + qg) for E e B(H). Using Theorem 2.3, we obtain 
(3-3)

1 1
砌 F3"2)exp{-M[(nh/,C1)~ + (4 知,:如广]}]

= / exp(-^-[< A^h - qy},h- qy > + < A2(h 一 qy),h- qy 니}卽0) 
JH Zq

= exp{-의V Aiy,y > + < A2y,y>]} j exp"-紀< A^h >

+ < 血九 h >]} exp{i[< 4也 y > + < 厶2九,y >]}dfi(h).

By Theorem 3.1 and (3.3), the theorem is proved.

Corollary 3.3. Let F e J\415^2(B) be given by (2.2) and let 
y E H. Then

끼F(死©2)] =exp{寧(< Aiy,y> + < A2y,y >)}12lF((xi^x2)+
厶

(Af y, Af y)) exp(zq[(Af y, sx)~ + (厶凱如广]}].
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Remark 3.4. Let Ai be the identity operator and A2 = 0. Then
(3.2) becomes the translation theorem for the analytic Feynman inte
gral on abstract Wiener space, that is, 

(3.4)
F(x + y)dv(x)

F(x) exp{—z广}血0)

which is a well-known result in [7].
Next we introduce one particular Hilbert space [14,1 티 which has 

been used in the applications of the Fresnel integ호al to iion-relativist교c 
quantum mechanics Let be the set of all functions f : [0,1]^ R 
for which there exists v in 乙2([0, U") such that

rVN ryi
(3-5) f(y项…,yG = / …/ u(方，…,tN)dti--dtN

Jo Jo

for all (?/i, • •-,洲、)£ [0,1]^. And the inner product on Hn is defined 
by

< £g >
(3.6) [ • - ,tN) dNg{tr,- -

Then H衬 is a separable Hilbert space. Also it will be helpful to intro
duce the family of functions {/(£1),如) (ii, • • •丄n) C [0,1]^} from 
Hn such that /(tl,,顷)(切> …，如)=弧} These func
tions have the reproducing property < /,/(fl) 赢)〉=/(切，…，切) 
for all f € Hn・ Further, it is well-known that (Hn’CnEn) is an 
example of abstract Wiener space where Cn 三 Cat([0) 1]n) denotes 
7V-parameter Wiener space with Wiener measure Also the above 
reproducing property carries over to the stochastic inner product (2 1) 
in the sense that (z： 烏J广=⑦(切，* * An) for s-a;e. x £ Cn・

Remark 3.5. Taking (H,B&)=血=the identity 
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operator and A2 = 0, we know that (3.2) becomes

/ 玲 +小如站) =exp{으||而^--- oT-ll } / 卩(⑦)
(37) "n 2 dti- -dtN JCn

* r .[卵，("…In)」/, . u, / x
exp{-iq / —皐----X7-----血(切，•…，tN)}dmN(x)

7(0,1]^ 。电…OtN

which contains Theorem 2 in [4] as a special case N = \.
Finally we end this paper by showing how the analytic Feynman 

integral can be modified so as to be translation invariant.

Let / >Cbea measurable function such that the integral

Kf(為,入2)= [ 六人;하i,，&聞2)d(m x m)(衍，服)

JhxH

exists for all real Ai > 0 and 人2 > 0. If there exists an analytic function 
on Q = {z =(Z1/2) € C2 : Rezk > 0 for k — 1,2} such that 

Ky(Ai, A2) = Kf(入 1,入2) for all real 入고 > 0 and 入2 > 0, then we 
define K；(z) to be the analytic Gauss integral of f over H x H with 
parameter z, and for z G Q we write

Let qq and q》be non-zero real numbers. If the limit 

lim 
1（一约4,一村2）

40(•，舟=瑁[/(・，・)]

exists, (•, -)] is called the analytic Feynman integral of f over 
H x H with parameter q = (?i,?2)- In particular, if qi = qz = Q, 
we write

Z汩(•,•)] =轡叩(•，明.

Using the above definition, the following theorems can be easily 
obtained from Theorem 2.3 and the same argument as it was used in 
Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2.
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Theorem 3.6. Let f c be given by

1 I
exp(z[< A^h.hi > + < 4顶 h, 何 기}g仙(九)

for some /z G M(H). Then ■)] exists and

广 -2
囲/(•，•)] = / exp{—； £ qj? < Akh, h >}혀侦).

Jh 2 k=l

Theorem 3.7. Let f c •天、&JH) be given by (3.8) and let y £ H. 
Then f ((；.) + (盅叩％)) € 风屜(丑)and

z新六(顽九2)+ (4翎,為；))]=exp{糸< A\y,y> + < A2y,y >)} 
厶

1 1
:꼉[J01 J)2)exp{-讪V A[y,hr > + < y, h2 >]}]•

Let f be an analytic Feynman integrable function over H x H for 
some non-zero real q. Let

(3 9) g(、h"i2)= exp{：§[|知|2 + |/z2|2]}y(^i,/i2)
厶

for (/ii, 7i2)£ H x H. Then we define the translation invariant analytic 
Feynman integral of g with parameter q by

(3-10) Z啊 g(.,.)]=ZW

Theorem 3.8. Let f C •气侦& 修，)and g be given by (3.8) and (3,9) 
respectively. Then, for each y G H, g((・,•) + g)) is translation
invariant analytic Feynman integrable over H x H with parameter q, 
and

(3.U)
, 1 1 .
建屯((•, •) + (4翎,禹；))]=球屯(•广)].
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Proof. By (3.9), we have, for y E H,
1
_
2
1

1
-
2
 2

=exp{詈[< h"，i > + < h2,h2 >]}exp(-ig[< Afy,^ > + < A^y, 
厶

腿 기}exp{钓< Axy,y > + < 4泌0 >]}/((/“, 如) + (Afy, Aj?/)). 
厶

Since f^h1,h2) + (4翎，厶如/)) G 丿茶養丑)，we know that

1 1 f 1 1
f((如九2)+。4茂厶刼)=/ exp{i[< A^k.hx > + < A^k,h2 >]}d/z(fc) 

for some 卩，€ M(H). Then we can write
1 1

g((M 加)+ (Af y, A^y))
~ r y[l^i|2 + l^2|2]} y exp(z[< Afh.h^ > + < >]}d/z(h)

where 以E) =//*(£; + qy) and 卬*(E) = exp{号[< Axy, y> + < A2y, 
1 I 1

y >]} JHexp(z[< A^k^hi > + < A^k, 〉)}山」，(k) for E G B(H).
1 1

Hence g((h> h^) + (4f 饥 4如丿))is translation invariant analytic Feyn
man integrable.

Applying Theorem 3 7, (3.9) and (3.10), we obtain
. 1 1

z啊 g(0 盘 2)+
1 1 20

=Z新 exp{zg[< Afy,h± > + < y, h2 >]} exp( — [< Ary,y >
厶

1 그
+ < /项" 기}/((顽九2)+ (厶也 &卽))]

=exp{曲< Aj,y,y> + < A2y,y >]}ll[f((h1,h2) + (厶标 4知)) 
厶

1 1
exp{祐[< Afy,hi> + < A^y,h2 >])]

= %/(•,•)] =Z啊g(.,.)].
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